Introduction
G enerating a good raw idea is a key success factor for new product development (NPD) (Langerak, Hultink & Robben, 2004; Kornish & Ulrich, 2014) . Diverging and converging phases can be distinguished during the new product idea generation activities executed in the front end of NPD (Basadur et al., 2000; Eling, Griffin & Langerak, 2014) . Although both phases are important for generating good ideas, past research has focused mainly on the diverging phases, such as the acquisition and use of relevant information or the generation of more and better ideas (e.g., Rosenthal & Capper, 2006; Toubia, 2006; Björk & Magnusson, 2009) , leaving the converging phases largely under-researched.
During the converging phases of idea generation, individuals or (small) teams decide which (raw) ideas to drop and which to develop further by assessing their potential to be developed into a potentially successful new product (Kim & Wilemon, 2002; Koch & Leitner, 2008; Floren & Frishammar, 2012) . These idea evaluation decisions are made before ideas get reported in an idea management system or communicated to colleagues or management (Boeddrich, 2004; Reid & de Brentani, 2004) . Accordingly, opportunities for successful NPD may already be eliminated at the very beginning of the front end before the first formal assessment by a screening or gate committee. This study aims to investigate the decision performance of NPD team members in making these idea evaluations by exploring how such decisions might best be made.
Based on dual-processing theory, NPD team members may use two different approaches to make idea evaluation decisions: an intuitive approach that is based on unconscious processing (System 1) or a rational approach using conscious processing (System 2) (Evans, 2008) . The rational approach processes the information relevant for the decision problem in the conscious mind, resulting in logical reasons supporting a particular new product idea. Intuitive decision-making, in contrast, analyses the decision problem in the unconscious mind, while the conscious is disengaged. The resulting intuition is 'a seemingly unsubstantiated attitude' towards a new product idea that communicates the result of unconscious processing to the conscious mind of the decision maker (Eling, Griffin & Langerak, 2014) .
In contrast to official gate or idea screening meetings, early idea evaluation decisionmaking allows for the use of both approaches. In gate decisions, rational, logical reasoning is necessary, due to the comprehensive group decision process and the need for objectivity and decision rationale tracking (Boag & Rinholm, 1989; Hammedi, van Riel & Sasovova, 2011) . These requirements do not exist for early idea evaluations because they are often made by individuals during their idea generation activities and the ideas are not yet reported in any form so that no objective argumentation or explanation of the decision is required. Consequently, the individual decision maker may apply only rationality, only intuition or combine the two approaches (in whatever order) in making these decisions.
While the use of all (combinations of) approaches has been reported from practice (Murphy & Kumar, 1997; Hart et al., 2003; Sim et al., 2007) , we do not yet know what the performance effects are for combining rationality and intuition or for using only one of the two approaches in making single idea evaluation decisions. Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages that may or may not be beneficial for idea evaluation decisions . Dayan and Di Benedetto (2011) found NPD team creativity to be highest with the equipollent use of rationality and intuition for decision-making across all decisions made throughout the entire NPD process. However, from Dayan and Di Benedetto's (2011) study, we cannot infer whether 'equipollent' actually means that the two approaches should be used interchangeably, i.e., either intuition or rationality for different decisions, or whether they should be combined in making a single new product idea evaluation decision.
From a decision-theoretical perspective, three different views exist for whether to combine rationality and intuition in making single decisions: Rational and intuitive approaches should (a) always be combined (Khatri & Ng, 2000) , (b) always be used independently, i.e., either intuition or rationality for a single decision (Dijksterhuis, 2004) , or (c) the particular decision situation dictates whether the two approaches should be combined or used individually (Shapiro & Spence, 1997) . Which view prevails for making single idea evaluation decisions is not yet known. The first objective of this study, therefore, is to investigate whether the two approaches should indeed be combined in making a single idea evaluation decision.
Additionally, if a combined approach is better, we also do not know in which temporal sequence to best combine rationality and intuition in making single idea evaluation decisions (Dane & Pratt, 2009 ). Agor (1986) observed several ways of combining rational and intuitive approaches in managerial decisionmaking processes. Some of his respondents used intuition as an 'explorer' at the beginning while others used it as a 'synthesizer and integrator' at the end of an otherwise rational decision process. Shapiro and Spence (1997) argue for starting with an intuitive attitude then validated by rational reasoning. In contrast, Wilson and Schooler (1991) show that rational reasoning distorts an intuitive attitude when used at the end of the process, which speaks for starting with rational analysis and ending with intuition. Given these opposing arguments, the second objective of this study is to determine in which temporal sequence rationality and intuition should best be combined in making a typical new product idea evaluation decision.
To achieve these objectives, an experiment with experienced NPD practitioners is conducted that manipulates the decision-making approach (combinations) used to evaluate four new product ideas. By exploring whether at all and in which temporal sequence rational and intuitive approaches should best be combined for this particular decision problem, the current study contributes to both the innovation management and decision-making literatures.
Even though idea evaluation decisions may also be made by teams, this study focuses on the decision-making performance of individuals for the following reasons. First, many activities in the early front end, including the first evaluation of raw ideas, occur at the individual level, which has often been ignored by previous research (Boeddrich, 2004; Reid & de Brentani, 2004; Floren & Frishammar, 2012) . Second, even in team idea generation processes, ideas come from individuals (Drazin, Glynn & Kazanjian, 1999; Troy, Szymanski & Varadarajan, 2001) . Consequently, early idea evaluation decisions are likely to be made at the individual level before (pre)selected ideas are shared with others. Third, decisions at the individual level are typically the starting point for team decision-making because the individual members have to agree or give their votes in reaching a team decision, which first requires making a decision at the individual level. Moreover, given the limited body of knowledge on combining rational and intuitive decision-making both at the individual and team level, focusing on the individual provides a good starting point for later building a better understanding of team level decision-making.
Theoretical Background and Hypotheses

Rational and Intuitive Approaches in Idea Evaluation
In decision-making theory, combining rational and intuitive approaches has been described as switching between the two approaches when moving from one stage of the decision process to the next (e.g., Agor, 1986; . Five stages can theoretically be distinguished in a decision process: (1) decision problem definition, (2) information gathering, (3) decision options generation, (4) decision options analysis and (5) final decision-making (Baum & Wally, 2003) . In practice, combining the approaches could thus mean using intuition to sense the decision problem, rationality to gather information and to generate and analyse the decision options and, then again, intuition as a 'synthesizer' to arrive at a final decision.
Since idea evaluation decision-making comprises the converging part of idea generation, the decision options (i.e., the new product ideas) have already been generated. Therefore this study focuses on only the last two decision-making process stages : the idea analysis stage, which means analysing the potential of different new product ideas and; the final decision-making stage, which includes 'synthesizing' and 'validating' the analysis outcome and making the final decision about the potential of the ideas. This results in two possible temporal sequences for combining rationality and intuition (Figure 1 ):
• An intuitive-rational (IR) sequence: Start with an intuition resulting from an unconscious analysis of the ideas (as described in Dijksterhuis, 2004) and 'validate' it rationally in making the final decision, or • A rational-intuitive (RI) sequence: Start with rational reasons resulting from consciously analysing the ideas and 'synthesizing' the reasons intuitively in making the final decision.
When using only intuition (II) or only rationality (RR), the same approach is applied to both the idea analysis and final decision-making stages.
Development of the Hypotheses
This study investigates (i) whether (H1a and H1b) and (ii) in which temporal sequence (H2) intuitive and rational decision-making approaches should be combined in the idea analysis and final decision-making stages to increase idea evaluation performance. Performance is highest when both higher decision quality and faster decision-making speed are achieved for the same idea evaluation problem (Eisenhardt & Zbaracki, 1992; Kessler & Chakrabarti, 1996) .
Quality refers to the ability to select those ideas for further advancement that have the Figure 1 . Combining Approaches for Making Idea Evaluation Decisions highest probability of becoming a successful new product (Kim & Wilemon, 2002; Girotra, Terwiesch & Ulrich, 2010) . Identifying the best ideas matters because the quality of the raw idea has an impact on the actual performance of a new product, and companies never have enough resources available to elaborate all of the raw ideas individuals come up with (Troy, Szymanski & Varadarajan, 2001; Markham, 2013; Kornish & Ulrich, 2014) . Sometimes these decisions may be more obvious because the potentials of the ideas differ significantly on some key characteristics. However, frequently the best choice is more subtle because the potentials of the ideas are very similar (Calantone, Di Benedetto & Schmidt, 1999; Kim & Wilemon, 2002) . Idea evaluation quality is higher when the differences in potential between ideas of both lower and higher similarity are assessed more correctly.
Faster speed means making the idea evaluation decision in less time. From a project perspective, idea evaluation speed matters because Eling, Langerak and Griffin (2013) have shown that overall NPD cycle time reduction advantages can only be reaped when also the very first phase of the NPD process (i.e., the fuzzy front end) is completed faster. Since idea generation is a major task in this first phase, typically taking many detours consisting of many diverging and converging phases, a significant amount of time may be saved when all the evaluation decisions (which can number in the thousands) across all converging phases are made faster (Kim & Wilemon, 2010; Kornish & Ulrich, 2014) .
Early idea evaluation decision-making speed also matters from an organizational perspective, because employees working on NPD related tasks continually come up with new raw ideas for new products and often hesitate before deciding for or against reporting them to colleagues or management (Boeddrich, 2004) . Spending less time evaluating these ideas can allow individuals to spend more time on other NPD tasks, and thus significantly increase the overall efficiency of a company's NPD workforce.
Combining Intuition and Rationality?
From a quality perspective, decision-making scholars agree that combining rational and intuitive approaches leads to better decisions in decision situations similar (e.g., strategic decision-making) to idea evaluation decisionmaking (Dane & Pratt, 2009 ). The rationale is that such decision situations benefit from the complementary advantages of both approaches.
Intuition may be useful for idea evaluation decision-making because of the advantages of the unconscious process from which it results (Eling, Griffin & Langerak, 2014) . This process can simultaneously include large amounts of relevant information, requirements and decision alternatives and also can access important implicit and tacit information necessary to evaluate ideas . Moreover, it automatically weights the importance of the large amounts of, sometimes even approximate information, that can be relevant in idea evaluation (Heerkens, 2006) . Finally, the unconscious matches complex patterns that exist among information and project requirements and makes new associations, which cannot be made by conscious analysis (Dijksterhuis & Meurs, 2006) .
In contrast to the intuitive approach, rational decision-making allows NPD team members to consciously control whether their goal in idea evaluation is aligned with the company's innovation strategy and revenue goals or whether other (e.g., personal) interests are affecting their evaluation of idea potentials . Additionally, they can rationally reflect on the way information has been analysed and what information has been included (Evans, 2008) , allowing missing information to be accounted for in forming a preference for one idea over another.
Due to these complementary advantages, one approach could inspect or validate the results of the idea analysis from the other approach when used in combination for idea evaluation decision-making, as argued by Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2004) . When using only intuition or only rationality, the complementary advantages of the other approach are not available. Thus:
H1a: Combining rational and intuitive decision-making approaches (IR and RI) for idea analysis and final decision-making is associated with higher decision-making quality than using only a rational or only an intuitive approach (RR or II).
Combining the complementary advantages of rationality and intuition may also lead to faster idea evaluation decision-making speed by allowing the decision maker to complete the final decision-making stage faster. Using a different approach for the final decision can increase confidence when this approach supports the analysis result of the first approach. Additionally, when the decision maker doubts between two decision options after using either rational or intuitive analysis, the second approach with its complementary advantages may deliver support for one or other option, leading to a faster final decision.
In contrast, in that situation, using only intuition or only rationality would increase the hesitancy in making the final decision because no additional support or 'opinion' is available. Moreover, the whole decision process of idea analysis and final decision cannot be expected to be faster when using either a purely rational or a purely intuitive approach. A purely rational approach is generally said to be slower because of the comprehensive, conscious analysis and development of rational reasons (Evans, 2008) . On the other hand, the commonly used arguments for the speed of intuition do not hold for idea evaluation decisions for two reasons.
First, since the current study focuses only on the converging part of idea generation, in which the decision options and information about them are already available, the advantage of the intuitive approach to shorten the information gathering stage of the decision process by relying on previous experiences and tacit knowledge does not apply (Khatri & Ng, 2000) . Second, the meta study by Strick et al. (2011) shows that intuitive analysis of decision problems with a similar complexity to idea evaluation decisions requires about the same time as rational analysis, often referred to as 'incubation' time (Agor, 1986) .
These arguments speak against a faster idea evaluation speed by using only an intuitive or only a rational approach for idea analysis and final decision-making:
H1b: Combining rational and intuitive decision-making approaches (IR and RI) for idea analysis and final decision-making is associated with higher decision-making speed than using only a rational or only an intuitive approach (RR or II).
Which temporal sequence?
We now discuss which temporal sequence would be most appropriate, i.e. (i) starting with a rational analysis and using intuition in making the final decision (RI) or (ii) starting with an intuitive analysis and using rationality in making the final decision (IR).
For decision-making quality, opposing arguments exist concerning the best temporal sequence. Shapiro and Spence (1997) argue for starting with an intuitive analysis and ending with rationality (IR) because using rational analysis at the beginning of the process may 'bias' the unconscious process and lead to an altered intuition. In contrast, Wilson and Schooler (1991) have found that rational reasoning can disturb an intuitive judgement when applied at the end of the decision process, which speaks for starting with rational reasoning and ending with intuition (RI). However, such arguments only apply to decision situations in which rationality does not complement, but interferes with, an intuitive approach.
For decision situations in which the two decision-making approaches are complementary, arguments for both temporal sequences exist. In a rational-intuitive (RI) combination, the decision maker may use his unconscious to check that no important implicit, tacit or approximate information or complex interrelations have been overlooked in the rational analysis . On the other hand, in an intuitive-rational (IR) combination, the decision maker can consciously check whether all required information was included in developing the intuitive attitude and ensure that no logic mistakes were made (Sadler-Smith & Shefy, 2004) . These combined arguments suggest that the temporal sequence of the two approaches does not matter for decision-making quality. Because this null hypothesis cannot be confirmed through statistical significance testing, we do not formally propose it. However, we empirically explore this in the results section.
For the speed of idea evaluation decisionmaking, the temporal order may matter because of the different outcomes that the two analysis processes produce. Unconscious, intuitive analysis results in a quick summary judgement of the analysis: the intuition. The unconscious organizes all available information and requirements according to their importance for the decision problem and searches for old, new and meaningful associations between information and requirements that may support one idea and eliminate others (Dane & Pratt, 2007; . The resulting summarizing intuitive attitude allows the final decision to be made quickly by considering only those rational reasons that support or reject the intuition (IR).
In contrast, conscious, rational analysis finds as many arguments as possible for and against each idea in the first analysis stage. This list can be very long because huge amounts of information and decision criteria are relevant in idea evaluation decision-making (Zahay, Griffin & Fredericks, 2004) . Thus, when making the final decision intuitively (RI) this long list still needs to be evaluated (Baum & Wally, 2003) , which requires unconscious analysis or 'incubation' time (Agor, 1986) . Thus:
H2: Starting with an intuitive analysis of new product ideas (IR) is associated with higher decision-making speed than starting with a rational analysis (RI).
To summarize, we expect that combining intuitive and rational approaches leads to a higher idea evaluation quality and speed than using only one approach. Additionally, using one temporal sequence of combined approaches, i.e., starting with an intuitive analysis, is expected to increase idea evaluation speed.
Method
The hypotheses were tested experimentally because preparatory interviews with eight NPD practitioners showed that they had difficulty retrospectively reporting which decision-making approach combinations were used. An experiment purposefully manipulates the approaches used and randomly assigns participants to different decisionmaking approach treatments.
Our experiment combined two established techniques to manipulate the decision-making approach use in the two idea evaluation decision process stages: the idea analysis stage (intuitive vs. rational analysis) and in the final decision stage (intuitive vs. rational final decision-making) ( Table 1 ). The manipulation of the idea analysis stage and the overall procedure and materials of the experiment were adapted from Dijksterhuis and colleagues, who have tested the effects of using different decision-making approaches in the analysis stage (i.e., rational vs. intuitive analysis) of complex everyday decision-making in quite a number of experiments (e.g., Dijksterhuis, 2004; Dijksterhuis & van Olden, 2006; . To manipulate the approach used in the final decisionmaking stage, the 'direct instructions' method was used, which explicitly instructs experiment participants to be either rational or intuitive in their decision-making (Wilson & Schooler, 1991; Dane & Pratt, 2009) .
To adapt the procedure and materials from Dijksterhuis and colleagues to an NPD setting, eight in-depth interviews with NPD practitioners and two pre-tests with a total of 35 academics in product innovation and management were conducted to develop a typical early idea evaluation decision problem: four abstract new product ideas that are of different potential to be developed into successful new products. Importantly, as advocated by Bono and McNamara (2011) , this experiment used experienced and knowledgeable NPD practitioners as subjects so that the results are as applicable to real-life idea evaluation decisions as possible.
Participants
The experiment was conducted in English by computer in a temporary laboratory setting at the 2012 Dutch chapter meeting of the Product Development and Management Association (PDMA). Fifty (46 men and 4 women) of the 263 attendees voluntarily participated; a response rate of 19.01%. With an average age of 42.82 years (σ = 8.72), 7.3 years of higher education (σ = 2.42), and 12.46 years of NPD experience (σ = 8.47), the participants were highly qualified for this research ensuring the internal validity of our findings, albeit at the expense of the generalizability of our results given the limited sample size. Given that our research is the first to study the performance effects of combining intuition and rationality in making idea evaluation decisions, we consider this trade-off appropriate.
Procedure and Materials
All participants read the same decision problem scenario and were randomly assigned to one of four different idea sequences to prevent order effects. The new product ideas were individually described by 12 attributes, which appeared in different orders for each idea. The attributes were formulated abstractly to eliminate potential choice biases due to previous experience (cf. Dijksterhuis, 2004) , and 'killer' attributes identified in the interviews were excluded (i.e., an idea that is not technically feasible would obviously not be chosen). To prevent immediate decision-making and ensure that the idea attributes were not explicitly memorized, the reading time for each idea was restricted to 30 seconds (pre-test mean + 1σ). The different new product success potentials of the ideas were obtained by using different combinations of positive and negative wordings for the attributes (Appendix 1). The highest potential idea was described by eight positively and four negatively worded attributes, while the lowest potential idea was described by four positively and eight negatively worded attributes. The medium-high and medium-low potential ideas were both described by six positive and negative attributes, where either the positive (medium-high) or the negative (medium-low) attributes were more important as determined from importance ratings obtained in the pre-tests.
After reading the four ideas, participants were randomly assigned to one of two decision options analysis treatments for 180 seconds (3 minutes) to ensure a fixed and, hence, comparable idea analysis time. Participants in the rational analysis treatment (RI and RR) were asked to use the time to think carefully about the attractiveness of each idea. Participants in the intuitive analysis treatment (II and IR) were distracted for 180 seconds by solving a word search puzzle for a good cause to allow for unconscious processing (Strick et al., 2011) .
Participants were then randomly assigned to one of two final decision-making treatments. The participants in the rational final decision treatment (IR and RR) were instructed to use 'rational, logical reasoning' to evaluate each idea. Participants in the intuitive final decision treatment (II and RI) were instructed to use their 'intuition' and 'gut feeling' to assess each idea. After reading the instructions, all participants recorded their assessment of each idea's potential. Finally, participants were asked to complete a survey assessing demographic and control measures.
Measurement Independent Variables
Two dummy variables were developed: one for whether participants were in the 'combined approaches' (1) versus in the 'same approach' (0) condition and the other one for whether participants were in the 'start with intuitive analysis' (1) versus in the 'start with rational analysis' (0) condition.
Dependent Variables
Decision-making quality was measured on a graphical, bipolar modified Stapel scale of −50 (very low potential) to 50 (very high potential) (Dijksterhuis & van Olden, 2006; Soukhoroukova, Spann & Skiera, 2012) . Overall, the intended rank-ordering of idea potentials was verified with the highest potential idea evaluated most positively (MH = 18.56), the lowest potential idea most negatively (ML = −14.34) and the medium-high (MMH = 7.64) and medium-low (M ML= −10.68) potential ideas in the correct order in-between.
Since two types of distinctions have to be made for typical idea evaluation decisions (Calantone, Di Benedetto & Schmidt, 1999; Kim & Wilemon, 2002) , quality was measured on two items: how well participants distinguished between (i) two less similar idea options (MH and ML) and between (ii) two very similar idea options (MMH and M ML). Therefore, two difference scores were calculated, standardized and added to measure the idea evaluation quality of each respondent: (i) the rating of the lowest was subtracted from the rating of the highest potential idea and (ii) the rating of the medium-low was subtracted from the rating of the medium-high potential idea (see Appendix 2 for details).
Decision-making speed was measured as the time recorded by the computer that participants took for making the final decision (i.e., from seeing the instructions for the final decision treatment until pressing the 'Next' button after assessing all four new product ideas).
Control Variables
To account for differences in idea evaluation quality and speed not related to the decisionmaking approach (combinations), four control variables were measured. As cross-functional experience may lead to a higher idea evaluation quality and speed (Park, Lim & BirnbaumMore, 2009 ), we asked participants about their level of experience and knowledge in their main and other functional areas on a sevenpoint Likert scale from 'Very low' to 'Very high' (4 items, 1 factor obtained, α = 0.79). Because having an 'inappropriate' goal in idea evaluation could explain lower performance (Lynn & Akgün, 2001 ), we also controlled for whether the decision makers' 'goal in evaluating the ideas was to select the best idea to increase the revenues of the company' using a single-item seven-point Likert scale from 'Strongly disagree' to 'Strongly agree'. Additionally, to control for the natural tendency of decision makers to be either more rational or intuitive, we controlled for their decisionmaking preference for being intuitive (α = 0.82) and preference for being rational (α = 0.91) using for each construct five items adapted from the Rational-Experiential Inventory and measured on a seven-point Likert scale (Pacini & Epstein, 1999) .
Means, standard deviations and correlations of all variables are reported in Table 2 .
Analysis and Results
The hypotheses were tested using two hierarchical regression models, one for each dependent variable in which, first, the control variables (Step 1) and then the independent variables (Step 2) were added (Table 3 ). The highest variance inflation factor across the models was 1.24 and the maximum condition index was 27.05, indicating that multicollinearity was not a problem (Belsley, Kuh & Welsch, 1980) . The effect of the dummy variable 'combined vs. same approach' is positive and significant for decision-making quality (b5 = 1.082, p < 0.05), and for decision-making speed (b5 = 4.144, p < 0.05), providing support for H1a and H1b. For quality, the dummy variable 'starting with intuition vs. rationality' is not significant (b6 = 0.134, p = 0.748), which does not contradict the null hypothesis. As expected, the effect on decision-making speed is positive and significant (b6 = 7.413, p < 0.01), providing support for H2.
The results further reveal that the control variable cross-functional experience has a significant positive effect on idea evaluation decision-making quality (b1 = 0.587, p < 0.05) and the preference for being rational in decision-making is positively and significantly related to decision-making speed (b3 = 2.987, p < 0.05).
To summarize, combining rational and intuitive approaches instead of using only one approach leads to both increased idea evaluation decision-making quality and speed. For the temporal sequence, decision-making speed is faster when the decision maker started with an intuitive analysis. (0) 
Discussion
In practice, both rational and intuitive decision-making approaches are often used in making early idea evaluation decisions (Sim et al., 2007) , even though it had been unclear whether and how the two approaches should best be combined. This study is the first to experimentally test which approach (combination) increases the quality and speed of early idea evaluation decisions, contributing to the innovation as well as to the decision-making literature. For the question whether or not to combine rational and intuitive approaches in making idea evaluation decisions, we find that combining the two approaches increases both idea evaluation quality and speed. Obviously, the complementary advantages of conscious, rational and unconscious, intuitive processing indeed help individual NPD team members identify the ideas with the highest potential to be developed into a successful new product at a faster speed. This supports previous claims and findings that both approaches should be applied in NPD decision-making (Dayan & Di Benedetto, 2011) , while delivering a finer grained understanding: it is not enough to use the two approaches interchangeably for subsequent decisions, but both approaches should be combined in making single idea evaluation decisions.
From a decision-making theory perspective, this finding contradicts the idea that only intuition or only rationality should be used in a single decision, depending on specific characteristics of the decision situation (Dijksterhuis, 2004) . Clearly, as proposed by several scholars, some decision situations, such as early new product idea evaluations, require combining both approaches in the decision process (Shapiro & Spence, 1997; Sadler-Smith & Shefy, 2004) .
For the question in which temporal sequence intuition and rationality should be combined, we found that the sequence only matters for idea evaluation speed. As expected, the null hypothesis about a missing effect on quality was not contradicted. In this data set a disturbance of intuition through either starting or ending with a rational approach as suggested or found by earlier studies (Wilson & Schooler, 1991) was not observed. The reason may be that the capabilities of the two approaches indeed complement each other in increasing idea evaluation decision-making quality, independent of in which temporal sequence they are applied. For idea evaluation speed, only one temporal sequence was beneficial. Starting with an intuitive analysis of the ideas does, as expected, speed up final decision-making. This finding can be explained by the different results that unconscious and conscious analyses deliver. Obviously, a synthesizing intuition resulting from unconscious processing is a much better starting point for faster final idea evaluation decision-making than a list of consciously developed rational reasons. This finding supports and delivers an additional explanation for the previous finding that using intuition in team NPD decision-making reduces NPD cycle time (Dayan & Elbanna, 2011) .
In combination with earlier findings and claims on the use of rationality and intuition in NPD decision-making, our findings have several implications for the NPD and innovation management literature. First, Dayan and Di Benedetto (2011) have shown that the equipollent use of intuition and rational decisionmaking by NPD teams across the entire NPD process increases new product creativity. In light of our findings, we posit that single decisions within all stages of the NPD process may benefit from combining intuitive and rational approaches. Future research should investigate which other single NPD decisions, indeed, profit from a combination of the two approaches.
Second, in combination with Dayan and Di Benedetto's (2011) findings, our results suggest that combining rational and intuitive approaches in a specific sequence may be advantageous not only for individual (as was the focus of the current study) but also for team-level NPD decision-making. Since NPD is primarily a team activity and, hence, most decisions are made at the team level, an important next step for future research is to explore this possibility. Considering our results, we posit that team decision-making quality and speed are highest when the team starts with the intuitions of each individual NPD team member resulting from individual unconscious analysis and discusses these intuitions in a rational manner to arrive at a final decision.
Third, Hart et al. (2003) found that both intuition and rational reasons are often used to make gate decisions in the front end, especially for idea screening. Other authors also argue for combining intuitive and rational approaches in idea screening activities (Tassoul & Buijs, 2007) . Thus, future research is required to investigate whether and how rational and intuitive approaches may best be combined in gate decision processes in the front end of NPD. In such a study, special attention should be paid to the comprehensive group decision processes and the need for objectivity and decision rationale tracking in gate decision-making (Boag & Rinholm, 1989; Hammedi, van Riel & Sasovova, 2011) .
Finally, future research should investigate whether using particular (combinations of) decision-making approaches for single decisions in the stages and gates of the NPD process can contribute not only to an increased decision-making performance, but also to increased overall NPD success through, for example, higher creativity or shorter NPD cycle time, as the studies by Dayan and colleagues suggest.
The finding that starting with an intuitive analysis increases overall decision-making speed also has implications for the decisionmaking literature. To date, intuition scholars have not made the distinction between using intuition for different stages in the decision process when making assumptions about the speed effect of using intuition. As a result, inconsistent theories about the time advantages of intuition use exist (Dane & Pratt, 2009 ). Our findings suggest that the speed effect of intuition depends on the decision process stage in which this approach is applied, which would explain the inconsistencies in existing theories. For the analysis and final decision stages of the idea evaluation decision process, we show that intuition only increases overall decisionmaking speed when applied in the analysis stage. Future research is required to investigate whether the same effect can be found in other decision situations with, for example, lower complexity. In addition, more research is required to investigate the speed effects of applying intuition in other decision process stages, such as in information gathering. This could be especially interesting for the diverging phases of new product idea generation.
To conclude, the findings of our study suggest that one temporal sequence of combining rationality and intuition leads to the highest individual new product idea evaluation decision-making performance, i.e., starting with an intuitive analysis and validating it with rationality in making the final decision. By using this combination, a quality-speed trade-off (Eisenhardt & Tabrizi, 1995) does not appear to exist for making idea evaluation decisions. Thus when both quality and speed matter, there only is one preferred combination of approaches for making efficient and effective early idea evaluation decisions.
Managerial Implications
The experimental results suggest that NPD practitioners may want to make a more deliberate choice with regard to how rational and intuitive decision-making approaches are used in making early new product idea evaluation decisions. It is not enough to occasionally either apply just one or the other approach. Instead, both should be combined in making single idea evaluations. More importantly, although any sequence of combining the different approaches will lead to higher quality, decision speed will be highest when starting with an intuitive analysis.
Fortunately, this combination of starting with an intuitive analysis and rationally reflecting on it in making the final decision fits especially well with the practice of developing rational reasons for selecting an idea before presenting it to colleagues or management. It is important that practitioners making early idea evaluations learn to purposely distract themselves from the decision problem before reflecting upon their intuition by developing rational reasons, as starting with an intuitive analysis requires unconscious analysis time.
Although used in the front end, intuitive decision-making is frequently neither trusted nor commonly accepted by senior management (Eling, Griffin & Langerak, 2014) . In addition, many NPD practitioners do not realize what the advantages of intuitive decision-making are. By showing that a combination of intuition and rationality is advantageous for making idea evaluation decisions, this study may help NPD team members overcome a hesitancy to use their intuition. Managers can facilitate and support intuition use by team members by providing education and training to make them aware of their intuition and the advantages of intuition, and to teach them how to facilitate unconscious analysis and combine intuition with rational decisionmaking.
Limitations and Further Research
Experiments inherently result in a stylized research setting that imposes limitations with regard to the external validity of the findings. As such, there are several opportunities for future research. First, to maximize the internal validity of our findings we used a sample consisting only of experienced NPD practitioners (Bono & McNamara, 2011) . This design choice inherently resulted in a limited sample size. Therefore, additional testing of the hypotheses with larger, independent and more international samples is needed.
Second, this research focused on making idea evaluation decisions by individuals. A next logical step would be to investigate the effectiveness and efficiency of combining rational and intuitive approaches in team decision-making.
Third, the decision problem in this study is only one of many idea evaluation decisions made in the front end of NPD. Other decisions may, for example, involve more numbers or prescribed decision-making rules and, therefore, require a more rational approach to decision-making (Koen, 2004) . Future research should investigate which combination of decision-making approaches is most beneficial for different types of idea evaluation decision problems.
Fourth, in this experiment, the time taken for the decision options analysis stage was identical for both approaches through manipulation. Future research should be conducted to determine the optimal unconscious or conscious analysis time for different decision problems.
Fifth, the current study focused only on the converging part of idea generation, i.e., idea analysis and final decision-making. In practice, ideas are created before evaluating them. Future research should thus investigate how rational and intuitive approaches are best combined throughout both the diverging and converging phases of idea generation.
Finally, although we observed significant results for the four different decision-making approach (combination) treatments, we cannot verify that the treatments actually worked. A within-person manipulation check is not possible in our two-stage experimental set-up because of the difficulties in retrospectively recalling the applied analysis and final decision-making approaches Dane & Pratt, 2009 ). We have confidence in our results, though, as the experimental set-up is theoretically and empirically well grounded. 
